
ESCALATION LEVEL TOPIC EXAMPLE QUERY APPROVED RESPONSE

Low General What is Treasure X? X marks the spot for a hunt like no other! Search for REAL Gold dipped 

treasure! Treasure X is an unboxing experience with 10 levels of 

adventure! Find the map and uncover a coin to locate which treasure you 

are searching for! Then use the digging tool to dig and chip away the rock 

to reveal the bones and weapons of your Treasure Hunter! Then find and 

open the chest, add water to fizz and reveal what's inside! Will it be real 

gold dipped treasure? 

Low General What age is Treasure X appropriate for? Treasure X is suitable for kids 5+

Low General How many Treasure X characters are there to collect? There are 24 different characters to collect

Low General Where can I purchase Treasure X In the US - Walmart, Target, Amazon and all good local toy stores

In Australia - Target, Kmart, Big W, Amazon and all good local toy stores

Low General Is there a website or social media pages available? Moose Toys Website and dedicated website www.treasurex.com.au

Low General Where can I see all the different characters to collect? You can download our Series 1 collectors guide from the Moose Toys 

website or Treasure X dedicated website www.treasurex.com.au

Low General Whats included in Treasure X 
1 X Character, 1 X Weapon, 1 X Rock Vessel, 1 X Tool, 1 X Treasure Chest, 1 

X Treasure, 1 X Blister Tray, 1 X Map/Collectors Guide, 1 X Coin, 1 X Scroll

Low General What is included in the Legends of Treasure Set
3 X Characters

3 X Character Weapons

1 X Gold Dipped Treasure

2 X Treasures

3 X Rock Vessel

1 X Digging Tool

3 X Gold Treasure Chest

1 X Map/Collectors Guide

3 X Gold Ancient Coin

Low General What are the different Teams that can be collected with the 

legends of Treasure Set

There are 8 different teams that you can collect. 

You can download our Series 1 collectors guide from the Moose Toys 

website or Treasure X dedicated website www.treasurex.com.au

Low General What are the different teams? There are 8 different teams that you can collect. 

You can download our Series 1 collectors guide from the Moose Toys 

website or Treasure X dedicated website www.treasurex.com.au

Low General What are the different action figures? There are 24 different figures you can collect in the Core pack. And 9 

figures you can collect in the Legends of Treasure Pack.

You can download our Series 1 collectors guide from the Moose Toys 

website or Treasure X dedicated website www.treasurex.com.au

Low General What are the 8 different Ultra Rare Gold Dipped Treasures to 

collect

Golden Pyramid

The Golden Goblet

Gold Compass

Gold Ingot (bullion)

Golden Eagle Chest

Golden Skull

The Golden Dragon

The Gold Idol

Low General When is the next range available? January, 2019

Low General I purchased a second pack and received duplicates of the 

same character

The chances of getting duplicate is low, but it is possible.

Low General How common are the Ultra Rare Gold Dipped Treasures to find? Ultra Rare Gold Dipped Treasures are only made in a limited quantity and 

then randomly packed into the product. They are then randomly included 

in orders sent to retailers around the globe. They are hard to find which 

does make them all the more special once they have been discovered by a 

fan. We control the production process to ensure that gold-dipped 

treasures are approximately 1 out of 18 packs.

Low General What packs can you get the Ultra Rare Gold Dipped Treasures in ? Ultra Rare Gold Dipped Treasures are hard to find, which is part of what 

makes them so special to locate. There is a chance to find rare gold dipped 

treasure in all packs

Low General My child can't find the  Ultra Rare Gold Dipped Treasures and is 

very upset.

Ultra Rare Gold Dipped Treasures are hard to find, which is part of what 

makes them a special character to add to the collection once 

found.  However, we understand that acknowledging this does not make it 

any less disappointing for your child. Please know that our intent is not to 

disappoint or cause frustration.  We love our Treasure X  fans and are keen 

to ensure they have a positive experience. You will always find some type 

of treasure, and a chance to get gold dipped treasure - but it is not always 

necessarily gold.

Low Public Relations Hello, I'm a blogger/youtuber can I please get free products? We love to work with Bloggers, please fill out the form at: 

http://www.moosetoys.com/blogger-enquiry and we will get back to you 

as soon as we get a chance.

Medium Product We need test reports for item 41500 – because it’s new brand 

and we need to provide information for certification.

We can provide you with physical, flammability, and heavy metal test 

reports for Treasure X.

[If the customer is asks for any more additional information, please 

contact MBO office]

Low Product TX has real gold figure (as collectors guide says). So what is it - 

gold finishing, gold foil cover or made from gold very small 

figure (what weight does it have)?

The collectors guide for 41501 refers to the figures as ‘Legendary Golden 

Figures’; this reference relates to the mold colour of the figure and not 

the material. The material is plastic.

[If customer asks for additional information regarding the plastic, the 

plastic is NPPVC]

Medium Product How many gold pieces will I receive in my order? (Referring 

to orders from factory)

Due to the high value of the gold items, it is obviously a limited chase 

item. There is approximately 1:18 chance that any given pack will contain a 

golden item

Low Product You show CRYSTAL figure in collectors guide – is it real crystal 

or just glass or transparent plastic?

All plastic weapons, treasures and figurines are moulded in plastic. If the 

object is transparent in nature, it is moulded in clear plastic. The only 

exception to this is the gold treasures which is die cast and coated in gold 

by an electrolytic process.

[If customer asks for additional information regarding the plastic, the 

plastic is NPPVC]

Low Product How many crystal figures will I receive in my order? 

(Reffering to orders from factory)

The chance is approximately 25%.

Low Construction & Design Process What are the characters made out of? Characters are made out of plastic.

Note: If customer asks for more detail, the plastic is NPPVC.

Low Construction & Design Process Where are the treasures made of? Normal Treasures are made out of plastic.

Note: If customer asks for more detail, the plastic is NPPVC.

Gold dipped treasures are die-cast, and coated in gold by an electrolytic 

process.

Low Construction & Design Process Whats is the gold made of? Gold dipped treasures are die-cast, and coated in gold by an electrolytic 

process.

Low Construction & Design Process What is the sand block made of? The block is made of a kid-safe, non-toxic plaster compound.

Low Construction & Design Process Its really hard for my child to dig through the rock Please ensure that you have followeed the instructions, by immersing the 

block under water for 30 seconds before digging through the rock.

Medium Product Will any part of the product stain my child skin or clothing? Treasure X does not rely heavily on colored dyes, so there is a low risk of 

stains. We do recommend to clean up the area after play, since any 

colored material left for prolonged periods on some surfaces (such as 

laminate) could discolor the material.

High OH&S My child felt ill after playing with the included Fizz. Is it 

toxic?

The fizzer material has been independently tested, and assured safe and 

non-toxic by a certified toxicologist. We intentionally added a bitter-

flavor to the fizz material. The strong, unpleasant taste is something we 

have done to discourage children from accidently eating or drinking the 

fizzer material, and not from any dangerous chemicals. Rest assured, even 

if you child were to consume a large quantity of the fizzer there is no 

health risk, other than mild sense of nausea that comes from eating such a 

bitter-tasting material. However, some children can be more sensitive to 

the bittering agent than other children. Just give your child some fresh air 

and they should feel better in short order.

High OH&S My child has gotten an irritation on their hands after playing 

with the Fizz in the product. Is it toxic?

The fizzer has several types of inert salts in the fizzer powder. This dry 

material can easily soak up water, or wick the salt out of your hands if you 

soak your hands in it for extended time. The material has been tested, and 

assured safe and non-toxic by a certified toxicologist. If your child has 

some minor irritation, we recommend you wash his / her hands carefully, 

and perhaps apply skin lotion on the affected area.

High OH&S My child's hands are irritated after playing with this product. 

Is it toxic?

Treasure-X was specifically designed to be safe for children, and safe for 

extended exposure. The material has been assessed against the same 

standards as children's craft materials like paints and chalk, to ensure 

there is no risk to children. The formulation and all materials have been 

independently assessed and approved by a 3rd party toxicologist, who has 

certified the product as safe for children.

<If customer reports extreme irritation recommend they visit family 

doctor, and contact Moose support so we can collect more information>

High OH&S My child got some of the block in his eye while chipping 

away?

That is unfortunate, and regret hearing this. We intentionally created a 

play-pattern to soak the block in water before digging in to Treasure-X to 

minimize the risk of this sort of problem. If your child is experiencing 

lasting eye pain we recommend you visit an opthamologist for 

assessment.

High OH&S My child hurt his hand whild digging with the tool? We're very sorry to hear of your problems. Treasure-X is an active play 

item that encourages kids to get their hands dirty, and engage in 

archealogical roleplay. In any active play experience there is a risk of 

injury. We recommend parents always monitor their children during 

active play sessions to ensure the child is using the product in a safe 

manner. If you feel that the injury was caused by the product and through 

no action of your child, please reach out to Moose customer support who 

will engage our design team to better understand what happened.

High OH&S My child has swallowed a treasure? The biggest risk your child faces is if the toy becomes lodged in 

his or her throat. If that happens your child will show obvious 

signs of distress. If your child cannot breath it is stuck in their 

windpipe. Administer first aid at once. If your child is gagging, 

has severe pain in their throat, and has excessive drooling it 

may be stuck in their lower oesophagus. You should go to the 

emergency room at once to receive care. If your child has fully 

swallowed the toy and it is in their stomach it is a much less 

severe concern, and it will likely pass unaided through their 

entire digestive tract. You should carefully monitor your child’s 

stool. If the object hasn’t passed within 7 days you should see 

your doctor, who can give your child an x-ray to confirm if it has 

become lodged in their intestinal tract.

High Toxic My child ate some of the plaster! Is it safe? The block is made of a kid-safe, non-toxic plaster compound. An 

independent toxicologist reviewed the material, and has confirmed it to 

be safe, even if a child consumes large quantities of the plaster.

High General My child has been digging into this for such a long time and 

it's hard to make progress! Why is it so tough?

The block is design to similate an archealogical dig, requiring slow, careful 

attention to extract the treasures. Some children may want to retreive the 

treasures quickly, without the long digging process. In this case, we 

recommend you hold the block under running water for 30-60 seconds, 

which will loosen the material and make it much easier to extract the 

treasures.

High Toxic

The fizzer material has been independently tested, and assured safe and 

non-toxic by a certified toxicologist. We intentionally added a bitter-

flavor to the fizz material. The strong, unpleasant taste is something we 

have done to discourage children from accidently eating or drinking the 

fizzer material, and not from any dangerous chemicals. Rest assured, even 

if you child were to consume a large quantity of the fizzer there is no 

health risk, other than mild sense of nausea that comes from eating such a 

bitter-tasting material.

The fizzer tastes terrible! Is it dangerous / toxic?

-or-

I got some of the dissolved fizzer on my hands. It tastes 

terrible! Is it dangerous / toxic?
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